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The Plan
- Is volume the only aspect of the voice that is 

changed by using the microphone?
- Four timbre determining factors when using the 

microphone
- Three ways EQ can benefit the singer
- Microphone and EQ knowledge in voice lessons
- Conclusions
- Sources



“Using a microphone, a singer can 
produce sounds that may sound 
unpleasant without it. The same 
singer may produce beautiful 
unamplified sound that sounds 
terrible through microphone.”

Matt Edwards



Volume is not the only aspect 
of the voice that is changed by 

using the microphone.
It is the timbre as well.



Timbre determining factors:
1. The angle and distance of the microphone from 

the mouth
2. Type of microphone
3. Hearing external amplified sound rather than 

internal natural sound
4. EQ



1.Holding a microphone
• Where to hold the microphone - by the shaft, 

not the head. Mic stand is also an option.
• Proximity effect - the closer the more lower 

frequencies.
• The angle - find your sweet spot. Usually it’s 

at the center.



2. Type of microphone
Frequency response:
Omnidirectional 
condenser 

Cardioid
dynamic



3. Faulty auditory feedback

• Getting used to hearing the external 
amplified sound

• Becoming secure in the “feel” of the vocal 
production and not try to alter it based on 
the auditory feedback



4. EQ
- altering digital signal (after the preamp)
- specific parts of the audible spectrum are 

either cut or boosted
- 3 common effects:

1. Improving clarity
2. Adding warmth
3. Reducing nasality



Improving clarity
- by boosting higher frequencies (female 4-6 

dB around 4000Hz, male around 3000Hz)
- brighter sound, clearer diction, frontal 

placement
- useful for practicing musical theatre, country, 

some jazz
- helpful when the singer is sick



Adding warmth
- by boosting lower frequencies (female 3-5 

dB around 400Hz, male around 180Hz)
- useful for RnB, gospel
- helpful with blending background vocals 

and differentiating them from the lead



Reducing nasality
- wide cut around 2000-4000 Hz
- the perfect spot needs to be found via 

trial-error
- quick save for student who struggle with 

nasality and have to make a recording or 
perform



Microphones and EQ in 
Voice Lessons
- the student needs to find their ideal placement of the 

microphone
- bringing student’s attention to their internal feedback 

rather than auditory feedback
- EQ is a tool to give the student and idea of the desired 

timbre for various styles. It can also help a developing 
student in a performance/recording situation



Conclusions
- “Teaching singers how to use audio equipment to 

get the sound they want when both performing 
and recording is crucial.” (Edwards)

- EQ can be a great learning tool and a helper for 
developing student as well as a professional 
singer

- There still needs to be a lot more research done 
on various contemporary styles, their timbral 
characteristics and their relation to EQ
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